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KING KONG LIVES
been resurrected, me was
as an initiative by Rob Vooren. extorting money from

g Kong), wher 
the best sf

; the award was (and 
will be) voted upon oy a juxy. is open for
short SF stories which have to be written in Dutch, and 
which have not been published before. A capable collec-

The

short stories (in Dutch, never before 
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account nr. 69.J2.66.120),

The British bid for the 1984 Eurocon turned out to 
run unopposed, making EUROCON 84 UK a fact. Congratu
lations! Eurocon 84 VK will also bid for the 1984 
Eastercon (the national British convention), in the 
hope to combine the two. The Eastercon bid will be 
voted upon at the 1983 Eastercon.in Glasgow. If 
Eurocon 84 UK is not successful in winning this 
t-hn convention will go on, but on a much smaller basis, 
with less funding and less facilities. Th® ’9liSasters 
luxcon will house Eurocon in case unexpected disasters 
force the British Eurocon to be cancelled.

The Polish will investigate the possibility of a 
1985 Eurocon in their country, and will make a definite 
statement by the end of 1983, the Yugoslav bid for the 
1986 Eurocon is not yet officially announced but firm, 
and rumour wants it the Finns will bid for the 1988 
Eurocon. Cause enough for some optimism, I hope.

Kh^SaTTer Fantastik, the winners of the 
"Kurd Lasswitz Preis", the national German award, 
were also announced. Wolfgang Jeschke, editor of Heyne 
SF hit the jackpot there. He won not just in one but 
In’th?ee categories! DER LETZTE TAG DER SCHOPFUNG won 
him the award for best novel, "Dokumente uber den 
Zustand des Landes vor der Verheerung" was voted best 
novella, and finally he received a special award for 
"making German SF what it is" (I take it that they 
mean it is good). (Thomas M. Loock)

JOHN W CAMPBELL MEMORIAL AWARD ,„.TlrTO
In the States, Russell Hoban's novel RIDDLEY WALKER 

has won the tenth annual John W. Campbell Memorial 
Award. This award is given by vote of an international 
jury _ this year, Tom Shippey and Kingsley Amis (UK),
Sam Lundwall (Sweden), Charlotta Franke (BRD), Harry 
Harrison (Ireland), and Willis E. McNelly, Robert 
Scholes and James Gunn (USA)— and was announced as 
part of this year's meeting of the SF Research 
Association, July 10, in Lawrence, Kansas. There were

flight fr».th< 
ntinent to the Melbourne in '85 erllted &
•11 win the bid). Anyone who might te intereste , 
aooo into touch with the SOB address, so tha

AND ALL THE TRIFFIC HUGOS .With undying thanks to John Foyster, the list of 
Hugo winners as announced at worldcon 1982, to wit 
Chicon IV (Chicago, 2-6 September):

SEASONAL ITEMS
EUROCON AWARDSThe European-Science Fiction Society has announced 

the Eurocon Awards at the Festival der Fantastik. 

short story: "The Pusher" by John Varley. 
nonfiction book: DANSE MACABRE by Stephen King.

aditor: Edward L.
an: RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK.

’ work, Jacques Sadoul (France), for his 
•, editor and historian of SF, and John. John W. Ce Iward: Alexis Gilliland.

C'tee Award: Mike Glyer.
European science imiuu. __

publishing houses: KAW (Poland) and Heyne (BRD), 
for their efforts in publishing and making the better
European science fiction more, widely known.
(France), for tneir efforts, in puoiisnmg =
fiction from all countries and languages of Europe, 
and as encouragement.

No individual (longer) works were nominated. Shards 
Of Babel was nominated in the fanzine category, but

PRIX COSMOS 2000 

2000. After the usual eliminations, the following 
five nominees for "the best book published in France 
in 1981" remained: CONAN THE BARBARIAN (Howard), 
ASSASSIN OF GOR (Norman), SHADRACH IN THE FURNACE 
(Silverberg), THE BRAVE FREE MEN (Vance) and WIZARD 
(Varley)!

Unfortunately I don't know whether this classy

hesitation. (A&A Infos)
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THROUGH A VERY GERMAN PAIR OF GLASSES 
by Thomas M. Loock.

This one is gonna be difficult. How can you write 
?b°Ut GermaI1 P°int of view, when you

I waa In!inV^y Ge™an? Pd®rre Barbet asked me whether 
elZe I ^dn^\SiECe 1 Was busy talking to someone 
else, I didn t get to answer his question. So, Dr

y°U ?hould read this, let me first apologize for not answering. Second, no, I'm not Australian but 
?haneGerma?°Ught’ 1 feel prObably more Austral?^

But.I promised to write this, so I’ll give it atrv 
Comparison might help. Most previous German conventions 
were organized by the SFCD (=SF Club Deutschland) and 

SFCD~waY’ Let's not waste too many lines on the SFCD-way, just take my word for it. it's 
E?nafi’ntter this way. I do like Walter "Clark Dariton" 

x?g.?e”onally> but except for last year's convention at Stuttgart, where they had Marion Zimmer Brad-
*y^ne *?Caffrey aad HarrY Harrison plus David Hardy 

as GsoH, it s usually Walter plus none. The SFCD would 
never even consider inviting guests from the Soviet 
=nd°?iJ Poland> Romania, Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia, 
and they would never been able to attract more than a 
hh°vS^d a!teSdaats- This was the case in Monchenglad
bach though. Maybe it was partly due to-the fact that 
it was not just a German con, but also the 7th Euro
pean convention. But what is more important, I know

Despite knowing mere weeks before the convention 
that the Festival would host Eurocon, the concommi tt?e, 
chaired by Walter Jost, succeeded in giving the program 
the SCOpe’ leanin® uPon talks about SF in -
the ent EuroPean countries; to the loss of all 
the entire program was in German. Only two items that 
I know of a talk on Polish SF and a talk on Russian 

, SF, were held in English, the latter only because fas 
$?ssian translator switched from Ger- 

nfi / nd after she noticed that Danish fan Niels 
Dalgaard had to give summaries of her German trans 

and more, to choose between the selection n-e ’

SS “- “ «-
Sunday evening, damm

Yeah, I'm a senti 
But I'll blame th

fl .xa, uixxy came oecause it was not 
the usual SFCD convention. (I realize that I might~ 
expelled from it for saying so. |But it is true.)

Naturally not everything went as planned, but the 
con committee certainly tried and so most things went

Oslo

NORCON IV

There was no bar, not a drop of the essential°con-l 
vention.fluid anywhere. So, many a plastic bag

shoulder.
Personally I went to see few(program items, 

hardly ever do it, because I prefer talking tc

Johannes H. Berg.
I was specifically asked by the editor of this 

esteemed publication to send him a report from Norcon 
4. But I feel I'm doing so under somewhat false pre
tenses, as he quite possibly was unaware that I 
myself was chairman of the con committee, and there
fore one of those (most) culpable for the whole event. 
Us perpetrators naturally take a more kindly view of 
the ghastly results of our deeds than most outsiders- 
or con goers. Still, he asked for it, and he'll get

just not enough. John Brunner, 
was a nice surprise), many German editors, translators 
and writers, Jean-Paul Cronimus, secretary of the 
European SF Society, John Foyster, chairman of the 
Melbourne in '85 bid, simply tod many to name them

^Let me have your report, say, yesterday," Roelof 

made the whole convention worthwhile,
Hope to see you again at the next Eurocon. 

it come as well. It's fun. (Thomas M. Loocl<
Oh,

...AND ’SHAT ALICE FOUND THERE, 
by Roelof Goudriaan.

Peace-drenched church bells and the dying screams 
of slaughtered pizzas, however dominant, do not make 
a Festival. The programme does, a bit, and the site,

rne programme, pleasantly purling, was informative 
without really fannish items or blood-raising discus
sions. A major disappointment there, the cancellation 
of the panel on the ban upon the German edition of 
Spinrad's THE IRON DREAM (featuring the s&s novel 
which would have earned Adolf Hitler the 1954 Hugo 
Award in a parallel world), and a high point, the 
comical one-man show "planet of fear" by Tommi Linz. 

NORwegian CONvention, but it was also the 1982 Scan
dinavian con (SCANCON). The three countries of Scan
dinavia proper -Sweden, Denmark and Norway- share this 
honour among themselves according to a fixed rotation 
schedule (like Beneluxcon, I suppose). The schedule 
does not always work out, as when Norway and Sweden 
swapped places some years ago, or as last year, when 
the 24th in the series, due to be held in Stockholm, 
was cancelled, and no other Swedish con picked up the 
torch (and number). This last event caused us in the 
con committee some doubt; should we number Norcon thi s 
year as the 24th or 25th Scancon? In the end we magna
nimously decided to give next year's committee 
(presumably Danish) the honour of the quarter-century

This year Norcon took place on the premises of the 
university of Oslo. To be precise, we borrowed space 
in the Chemistry Building. A LOT of space. Some people 
would say too much of a good thing altogether, while 

the acrophobes? Don't ask... It is a verifiable fact 

end. Simply getting from one place to the other took 
quite a bit of effort - and the largest auditoriums



them never showed up, so sometimes everybody one saw 
looked a little lost.

But, having got used to it, this actually wasn't 
such a bad place for running a con.(We had to do a lot 
of running to get anywhere, for one thing. We should 
have provided pushbikes, like they have on supertan
kers...) The function rooms were easily accessible 
(except for those activities that belonged as far 
away as possible, namely, the "electronic music 
workshop" run by some very competent and highly 
amplified fen). Book sales, art exhibition, registra
tion and the stand of various special interest groups, 
publishers etc. were all accomodated in the vast main 
corridor itself. The canteen was left to computer 
gaming, as well as occasional sallies from the role- 
& warplaying members of the con. In addition, we had 
something very necessary here: the refreshment stand. 
In those days, Oslo went through the climax of one of 
its all-time record heatwaves. While we Norwegians 
certainly live in a northern cbuntry, we can also 
have very warm summers, if climatic conditions are 
right (or should I say "wrong"?). This July, and well 
into the beginning of August, everybody was sweltering 
in the highest mean daily temperatures in Europe. 
Midday temperatures ran up towards 40 or higher in the 
shade. The main corridor and some of the function 
rooms at the convention had some very nice view 
windows, of the kind that is impossible to open, but 
great for admitting sunlight and heat. The aircondi
tioning, if any (this was never made clear) had little 
noticeable effect - and the con made a record profit on 
its soft drink and beer sales.

Most of the programming we had set up went off as 
intended, with the exception that we were always 
running late, sometimes just one quarter of an hour, 
and sometimes a whole hour. But this is about up to 
par for Norwegian cons - as the attitude of most con- 
goers tends to be quite relaxed, nobody gets very 
heated up if anything is delayed, as long as it 
appears sooner or later. And with a not-too-big 
membership, all you have to do in the way of re
scheduling is to get one or two committee members 
(with strong lungs, in this case) to announce it 
vocally. The programme included a main track of lec
tures, panels and films, as well as a subsidiary one 
exclusively devoted to video. Some con-goers were 
said to have entered Auditorium J on Friday afternoon, 
and not emerged until the last rerun of "The Thing" 
was finished Sunday evening (that's the kind of 
person we say to have "square eyes"). Most people had 
a balanced diet of events, though we tried to liven 
it up by a true culinary experience, i.e. the banquet 
on Saturday. We pride ourselves on having had an 
entirely decent and edible meal served - in contra
vention of a cherished con tradition. Also, the speech 
by Guest of Honour Jon Bing was excellent, as had been 
his lecture previous the same day.

Originally we had invited both Bing and Tor Age 
Bringsvaerd, Bing's fellow editor of the Lanterne SF 
series and Norway's other prominent sf personality. 
He cancelled his attendance, however, only a day or 
two before we were to print the programme book, and 
this had to be reworked - and certainly the programme 
suffered somewhat from it, as well. A few other items 
also went out, but on the whole I hope that most 
attendees were content with what they got for their 
money. The at-the-door fee was NOK 125 (equivalent to 
approximately 518.50), and 30 far, we seem to get a 
a slight surplus when making up the books afterwards - 
but all the bills aren't in yet, so we'll have to wait 
on that one.We in the committee feel that Norcon mostly went 
off as intended, and a good time had by all - at least, 
major complaints never materialised. Mistakes and 
delays occurred, but not in excess-and perhaps this 
time it will be possible to draw valuable lessons for 
the future, when somebody again ventures forth to 
invite fen to gather in a meeting-hall for a few days 
of revelry and video-watching? Maybe we should have a 
Norcon in just one or two years' time again, instead 
of letting it go three years between cons (the 
previous ones were in 1975,76 and 79)? Unless "Stop 
the madman, before he strikes again!" is the response 
from Norwegian fandom to that one, something might 
come of it... (Johannes H. Berg)

9th french national convention J
2-5 September 1982 * / / "-A-
Dijon. i ■■‘i
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FANNISH CREAM PIES AND THE 6-GRAM CHICKEN 
by Pascal J. Thomas.
French yearly national conventions —the only real 

conventions in France— have steadily grown more 
fannish over the last three years or so. It has not 
been a completely deliberate evolution: one gets the 
feeling that committees may have preferred to sit 
back and let things happen, rather than work on 
programming, punctuality, guests etc. All well and 
good for those fans who know each other (through 
zines for instance) but I hope newcomers don't get 
turned off.

This year's committee did work on securing the 
help of a Maison des Jeunes (a sort of community 
center) which housed the con in the bleakly suburban 
Quetigny, and putting up people in nearby student 
housing, where we could hall-party till late. GsoH 
were Joelle Wintrebert (her LES OLYMPIADES TRUQUfeES 
was published in 1980, and another novel is due out 
next January) and Wojcek Siudmak, a cover artist of 
Polish origin who has attained considerable fame in 
France. Both of them answered the audience questions. 
The "fan" GsoH, Bernard Stephan and Raymond Milfesi, 
made a more formal presentation of their common, work, 
the Mouvance anthology series which they have been 
publishing (editing, typesetting, distributing...) 
for six yearly issues now. Despite low rates, they 
got some top-flight stories. Having long decided on 
eight themes revolving around power (in society), 
they'll be wrapping it up in another two years.

Other serious events were a writing workshop led 
by French-born Canadian Elisabeth Vonarburg (winner 
of the Grand Prix de la Science-Fiction Franijaise 
for her 1981 novel, LE SILENCE DE LA CITfc, Denoel), 
and a concert of SF music which failed to convince. 
The convention awards were voted upon, and went to 
LE SILENCE DE LA CITfe (again!) and in the short story 
category to "La nuit des Albiens", by Christine 
Renard (in her posthumous collection A LA CROISEE 
DES PARALLELES, Denoel).

Numerous faneditors had come to hawk their wares, 
and I'm pleased to report a renaissance of fan 
publishing in France, ranging from the gorgeously 
printed Fantascienza with its mammoth issues to my 
own scruffy Dernier Salon Avant l'Autoroute, with in 
between a host of relative newcomers (Ecume, Rivages, 
Ginseng, Archipel, Lendinstorize, U-Book —this last 
devoted to delightful take-offs on US comics—, Clair 
d'Ozone), one improving clubzine (Vopaliec-SF), and 
established names (A&A Infos, Espaces Libres).

And let's not forget France's own APA, AAAPA, 
involved in that renaissance through many of its 
members, as well as in a number of silly happenings 
which were for me the meat of the con... There was a 
group singing of the "APAgan" ("APAien") anthem by a 
not-quite-drunken chorus; an auction where the price 
of thin air reached unheard-of heights (and the latest 
Barjavel reprint was trashed to the audience merriment) 
and finally a fannish play, "Start1 alia creem" proved 
a great occasion to fling pies into the audience.

Talking about food... Six grams of dehydrated 
chicken per person masqueraded as the main course of 
the con's "SF meal". To be frank, it was concealed in 
vast quantities of rice curry, and the lot had to be 
stirred with boiling water inside its own foil 
wrapping and stand for 5 mn before becoming 
-supposedly- edible. This being offered to an unsus
pecting membership for the price of real food, quite 
a stink ensued. Luckily, a sizeable group of us were 
able to quell our fears the following day, and rest 
assured that for the same price, one can still eat and

■■■■■■ drink one's fill in Burgundy.
Next year's convention will take place in Ram

/NELEOJRNE IN 85! bouillet, a far suburb of Paris which had already 
hosted it in 1980. (Pascal J. Thomas)



Trieste 10-17 July 1982.

XXTH INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF SCIENCE FICTION FILMS. 
The jury of the festival (Forrest J. Ackerman(USA), 
Donatas Banionis(USSR), Bertrand Borie(France), Gia
como Gambetti and Giovanni Mongini(Italy)) has 
announced the following awards:

The Golden Asteroid for the best film of the fes
tival went to THE SURVIVOR, by1 David Hemmings (Austra
lia), "for the way in which all, the -different elements 
of production and direction, especially those dealing 
with music, noises and photography, have been melted 
together".

Silver Asteroids were given to Yelena Metiolkina 
(best actress), in TCHEREZ TERNII K SVIOZDAM (USSR) 
by Riciard Viktorov, "for the subtleness and poetry 
of her interpretation within a fantastic universe.." 
and to Roman Wilhelmi (best actor) in WOINA SWIATO 
(Poland), by Piotr Szulkin, "for the perfection of his 
interpretation through which he expresses the most 
inner emotions and gives life to a complex and diffi
cult character". A scene from LITAN, LA CITE DES SPECTRES VERTS.

Special awards were given to WOINA SWIATO,"for the 
strength and coherence of the style, used to warn 
mankind of the dangers that violence and any limita
tions to freedom involve, and to LITAN, LA CITE DES 
SPECTRESVERTS (France), by Jean-Pierre Mocky, "for the

of a nightmare-city".

- NECO JE VE VZDUCHU by Ludvik Raza (Czech.)-82'
- MAL EVIL by Christian de Chalonge (France)-I19'
- LITAN, LA CITE DES SPECTRES VERTS by Jean-Pierre 

Mocky (France)-88'
- TENKOSEI by Nobuhiko Obayashi (Japan)-112'
- MESSAGIO DAL FUTURO by David Avidan (Israel)-87'
- BATTLE TRUCK by Harley Cokliss (New Zealand)-90'
- WOINA SWIATO by Piotr Szulkin (Poland)-96>
- TCHEREZ TERNII K SVIOZDAM by Richard Victorov(USSR)- 

146'
- FORBIDDEN WORLD by Alan Holzman (USA)-86'

3-5 September 1982
Roelof Goudriaan.

Of the sites where the annual Beneluxcons (alter- 
held, the Fabiolahome in Gent holds an especially 

other refreshments (under the con's own management) 
with a warm, relaxed atmosphere, while the lounge and the 
main function room, together taking up the ground floor,
The lounge doubled (tripled?), surprisingly successful, 
as bar, dealer's room (with Ken Slater most notably 
in front of the Fabiolahome did excellent services as 
year; maybe the international police conference going 
on in the building on the other side of the square 
had something to do with this...the convention could 
feel safe, or at least some of us. It must have been 
touching to see Martin Hoare recognizing a bobby

- THE SURVIVOR by David Hemmings (Australia)-??’
- LA SAGA DEMADIANA—AU CENTRE DE LA TERRE by Roland 

Lethem (Belgium)-80'
- BARRIERA by Christo Christov (Bulgaria)

fans like Marvano, Karel Thole (who also brought along



Kees van Toorn have the tempting excuse of being pros, 
of course, but Waldemar Summing, Tom Hendriks and 
Karin Bennedsen were there too, having made the trip 
from places like Germany, Luxembourg and Denmark..great! 

But I met the first two fans three hours before 
arriving in Ghent, in the train —betrayed by that 
most unfannish habit of all, reading an SF book! 
Jesus, then I realized it's just two, three years 
ago that I was looking around me in trains with the 
same overly optimistic expectations when going to 
conventions! And it was every bit a pleasant sur
prise now as I'd imagined it to be then.

SWECON: 19-21 November 1982.
Medicinska karhuset, Stockholm. GsoH Chris Priest 

and Lisa Tuttle. Att membership calOOSv.Kr.; banquet 
75 Kr. Hotel info and other details from Kaj Harju, 
Geijersvagen 51, S-112 44 Stockholm, Sweden.

CYMRUCON: 27-28 November 1982.
Wales' second sf con, Central Hotel, Cardiff. GoH: 

Lionel Fanthorpe. Other Worthy Guests: Dave Langford, 
Ian Watson, Brian Stableford. Attending membership £7, 
supporting £5. Details from 28 Claude Road, Roath, 
Cardiff, Wales, UK.

At last some opportunities for spending money; 
somehow, when selling those lovely Melbourne in '85 
badges (Si a piece for the worthy cause & a worldcon 
outside the US of A, and/or a SAE for the latest 
Antipodean Announcer—SOB address), I ended up 
buying a M in '85 T-shirt from Joseph Nicholas and 
Judith Hanna myself...oh well. I wasn't all that 
extravagant compared to Koen Olie, who bought a 
piece of convention artwork by Karel Thole, Marvano, 
Aryon and Helmut Pesch for 5300 BF, or ca £ 60— 
and the strangest was that, when seeing the piece, 
I even had to agree it was worth it, perhaps.

Programming was relaxed, and all but one or two 
items could be held in the main function room. Still, 
with four GsoH and as many languages in the programme 
(Dutch, English, German and French), a sound inter
national atmosphere, ranging from the frustrating GoH 
speech by Colin Wilson on peak experiences and the 
unlimited potential of the "dominant 5 percent" of man
kind to the excellent multi-media performance by Eddy 
Bertin's "Dunwich Experience" (with especially the

RA CON; 4-6 February 1983-
The Grosvenor Centre Hotel, Edinburgh. GoH: Harry 

Harrison, FGoH: Pete Lyon. Room rates £10 to £14. 
Details: Phil Dawson, 4/7 New John's place, Edinburgh, 
Scotland UK.

SFERA CON '83: 5-6 February 1985-
Zagreb, YU (in '88!). Membership free for non-YU 

fans. For info, write: SFeraCon, c/o SFera, Ivanic- 
gradska 41 A, 41000 Zagreb, Yugoslavia.

FREU-CON 5: 25-27 February 1983-
Kepler-Gymnasium, Freudenstadt, BRD. No GsoH known 

yet. The usual programming, a bar (I'm getting 
cautious) and a snowballfight. No con hotel. Attending 
membership: 15 DM. Details: Klaus N. Frick, Postfach 
301, D-7290 Freudenstadt 1, BRD.

ALBACON II: 1-4 April 1983-
The annual British Eastercon. Lots of programme, 

plus Tanith Lee & James White. Central Station Hotel, 
Glasgow. Room rates vary between £9 and £15, VAT and

Next year's Beneluxcon will be held in Eindhoven; 
Bcon '84 will most probably be held in Gent again. If you 
see any chance to, try to sample a Beneluxcon some time: 
it's one of the better cons around. (Roelof Goudriaan)

breakfast included. Attending (supporting) membership
is £8 (£4) until December 1. All enquiries to:
Albacon II, c/o B/L 8 Highburgh Road, Glasgow G12 9YD,
U.K. (Change of address! See page 6)

WORLD SF GENERAL MEETING 1983: 21-25 June 1983-
CONTOURS
SF SEMINAR: 23 October 1982.
Royal Pavilion, Brighton, UK. Speakers: Colin 

Greenland ("who will examine the literature of 
science fiction"), Hilary Evans ("Saviours from 
space - or cosmic con-men. The enigma of alien 
visitors"), Paul Clark ("Dan Dare and his creator")

Hotel Esplanade, Zagreb, Yugoslavia. To be con
firmed at the World SF meeting in Linz, 24-25.9.82. 
But pending Linz, the first "progress report" already 
has appeared. World SF meetings are for Proven Pros 
only, mind you. Details: Krsto A. Mazuranib, D.
Sokalja 1, 41430 Samobor, Yugoslavia.

BECCON '83: 29-31 July 1983-and John Brunner. Chairman: David Pringle. The 
seminar is organized to celebrate a new exhibition 
in Brighton Museum, "Out of this world", open 5 
October to 5 December 1982. "Drawing on material 
from literature, the cinema and television, it will 
include sections on space travel, robots, future 
visions of life on earth, and finally a look.at sf 
becoming fact as a result of modern scientific 
developments." Gosh. Tickets for the seminar plus 
exhibition, £2 each, and info: David Anderson, 
Brighton Museum, Church Street, Brighton BN1 1UE, UK.

Essex Crest hotel, Basildon, UK. A smallish (aiming 
at 250 attending) con with the usual British program
ming (talks, films, silly games, bars, bars) and a few 
innovations. £3 supporting, £7 attending. Details from 
191 the Heights, Northolt, Middlesex UB5 4BU, U.K.

BENELUXCON 10 (X-CON): 2-4 September 1983-
The 1983 Beneluxcon will be held in hotel Cocagne, 

in the centre of Eindhoven (Netherlands), with a 
function room capacity of ca 1,000 persons. Room rates 
are f 60,- (ca £13) PPPn, breakfast included. Atten

SAARBRUCON: 24 October 1982. .
A small and very fannish happening in Saarbrucken; 

some 60 fans expected. No GdH, most probably. Info: 
Herbert Thiery, Brunnenstr. 3, D-66 Saarbrucken 5, BRD.

HUNGAROCON IV: 4-7 November 1982.
The Chemical University of Veszprem, Hungary.

No detailed programme yet, but according to p 
plans there will be talks, films, a ^ser-show 
demonstration and book, poster and art exhibitions. 
Members of the near 50 Hungarian SF dubs belonging 
to the national VEGA network will be attending this 
convention. For info, write to Sci-fi Klub Veszpremi 
Vegyipari Egyetem, Pf 145, 8201 Veszprem, Hungary.

NCVACON: 5-7 November,1982. n,rrv Harri-

Apt- 2. ’
Handsworth, Birmingham, UK.

ding membership: J 32,50. The programme will include 
(with the at this stage customary provisos) demonstra
tions of artificial intelligence, computer graphics, 
SF-theatre, an exposition on futuristic architecture, 
a contest for home-made musical SF instruments, and 
the usual abundant talks and films (at least 11 hours 
of non-stop film, English-spoken, Dutch subtitles). 
Following Beneluxcon traditions, a substantial part 
of the programme will be in English. Special precau
tions will be taken to adjust the bar to the needs of 
the British trufan... Progress Report 0, in Dutch and 
English, is out! Contact address: Martin Berkelaar, 
Spreeuwendonk 51, 5467 CH Veghel, the Netherlands.

INVENTION: 23-25 September 1983-
Central Hotel, Glasgow, UK. GoH: Chris Boyce. Fan 

GoH: Jim Barker. Details: Mr. V.J. Doherty, 20 Hilling 
don Gdns, Cardonald, Glasgow, UK.

ORWET.LCON (SFANCON 14): 11-13 November 1983-
This fourteenth SFANcon will take place at Antwerp 

University (Belgium). It will have an international 
scientific character, without shunning the fannish

A?t'.:s.e

Immenreich 15, 7601 Hohberg 1, West Germany.

side of life. GsoH: Anthony Burgess, Alexander 
Zinoviev. Attending membership 400 BF. Full details 
in S0B1. Info: B. Suykerbuyk, A. Vermeylenlaan 21, 

’ bus 20, B-2050 Antwerp, Belgium.



Restant (Review for Semiotic Theories and the 
Analysis of Texts) is intending to publish a multi- 
langual collection of essays on the social and philo
sophical speculations of and in science fiction. Editor 
is Luk de Vos (University of Antwerp). JUST THE OTHER 
DAY. SCIENCE FICTION AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF REALITY, 
will be published by EXA (Antwerpen, Belgium/Eugene,' 
Or.) in the autumn of 1983. Deadline for manuscripts 
is 50.04.198?.

The book will consist of fpur departments. Contri
butions, or case-studies, should, in the full sense of 
the word, give an answer to some of the following 
questions:

1. The natural and the artificial. How can the 
origin of sf be connected with tlie inheritance of the 
rationalistic thinking which unfolded itself in a 
technical sense after the Enlightenment? How has meta- 
fysical thinking been able to keep its ground within 
this changed epistemological course? Which founders

2. The philosophy of inhumanity. How is negative 
thinking (Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Nihilism, Absurdism) 
assimilated into the technological extrapolation? Has 
science fiction caused a revival of the Apocalyptic, 
and how can this be reconciled with the belief in 
progress? What is ultimately the place of man in the 
after-materialistic period?

J. The Socials are Approaching. Which social utopias

a number of extreme concepts which

4. The fourth part is reserved for creative litera
ture. a.o. Hugo Raes, Eddy C.Bertin, Georges Ade and 
Vincent van der Linden have promised their cooperation. 

the next book fair in Frankfort (BRD) with a stand of 
rrench artists before preparing its second salon in 
France. L'ANNUAIRE DES ILLUSTRATUERS FRANCAIS 1982/8? - 
can be obtained by the agency of Procomex, 10 Rue 
Duvergier, F-75019 Paris, France. (Jean-Paul Cronimus) 

is Sean O'Connell, who has also written the rough out
line.of the first ten serials. Fan authors who've 
promised their co-operation are, apart from Sean 
0 Connell himself, Holger Jakobi, Thomas Harbach, 
U j ,Peters> Peter Schweinberger, Mychael Wallensteyn 
and Markus Reckwerth, while art will come from the 
hands.of Stefan Somogyfoki, Martin Emrich, K.-D. 
Schneider, Georg Joergens, Andreas Bartsch, Walter 

Sunter Pensch, Heinrich Deeken and others.

the

German editor Herbert W. Franke, former editor of 
Goldmann SF, Heyne SF (together with Wolfgang Jeschke) 
and then again editor of Goldmann (together with 
Peter Wilfert), is now out again. It is not known 
whether this was his decision, or the publisher's. 
(Thomas M. Loock)

VISIONS 1984.
.Manuscripts in duplicate to Restant - The Editor, 

Hof ter Bollen 51» B-2672 Liezele-Puurs, Belgium. Ca.JO 
contributions will be selected. Acceptable languages 
are Dutch, English, German and French. Texts preferably 
answer the MLA Style Sheet. Notes after the text. Length 
preferably ca. 20 pages. Contributors will receive a 
free copy of JUST THE OTHER D^Y and fifteen off-prints. 
Please add a short biographical note.

words, please

copy.of Visions 1984 as payment.

At Eurocon 7, we finally announced the start of our 
the first of November (1982) —from then on, mailings 
will be sent out on a bimonthly basis. EURAPA is oper 
to anyone who publishes fanzines and is willing to 

and the contributions have to!be in English.
The printrun for the first: mailing will be 100; this 

first mailing is available to anyone interes 
mailings will have a copycount ceiling of 50 The Albacon II committee-minus-one has got "the hotel, 

the mailing list and the bank account all safe." Bob 
Shaw, conversely, predicts the sad decline and fall

Hope to see you there. RG)

Joachim Henke, Jahnstrasse 21, 6551 Volxheim

In June, the "Maison de la Bande Dessinee" has been 
opened in Angouleme. The comic book house consists of 
five floors, protecting the "Musee de la Bande Dessinee"

Albacon Split-up
members and the Glasgow Bob Shaw (the fake one, to 
be sure) has culminated in a split-up of the Albacc 
committee. Bob (fake) Shaw (deserving credit for a

"contours" listing gives the address of the Albacon II 
committee-minus-Bob Shaw.(Ansible, though substantially 
shortened here)

Ansible

host the Salon de la Bande Dessinee, of which the tenth 
edition will be held from 29 to J1 January, 198J.

Artist Paul Gillon (known for a.o. his sf strip "les 
naufrages du temps") has received the Grand Prix Alfred 
at Angouleme.

The "Syndicat National des Peintres Illustrateurs" 
organized its first exhibition from 17 to 21 June in 
Paris. Several publishing houses, Futuropolis,

94 London Road, Reading, Berkshire RG1 5AU, U.K., or 
oh so conveniently enclosed with a sub to SOB to 
Ansible1s continental agent at the usual SOB address.





1982-83 TAFF BALLOT
What Is TAFF? The Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund was created 

in 1953 for the purpose of providing 
funds to bring well-known and popular fans across the 
Atlantic. Since that time, TAFF has regularly sent 
North American fans to European conventions and Euro
pean fans to North American conventions. TAFF exists 
solely through the support of fandom. The candidates 
are voted for by interested fans all over the world, 
and each vote is accompanied by a donation of not less 
than 50p (31.00). These votes, and the continued 
interest and generosity of fandom, are what makes TAFF 
possible.
Who May Vote? Voting is open to anyone who was active 

in fandom (clubs, fanzines, conventions, 
etc) prior to August 1981, and who contributes at least 
50p ($1.00) to the fund. Contributions in excess.of 
per person is allowed —no proxy votes— and you must 
sign your ballot. Details of Voting will be kept 
secret; write-ins are permitted. Money orders, postal 
orders and cheques should be made payable not to TAFF 
but to the appropriate administrator.

Deadline Votes must reach the administrators by 
December 18, 1982.

Voting Details TAFF uses the Australian ballot system, 
which guarantees an automatic run-off 

and a majority win. You rank the candidates in the 
exact order you wish to vote.|If the leading first- 
place candidate does not get a majority, the first- 
dropped and the second-place votes on these ballots 

GRANT CANFIELD Recovering recently in the restful 
Glades of Gafia following a harrowing 

convention experience with a Moby Fan wearing a 
shoulder dragon, GRANT realizes his name is no longer 
the household word of yore, when Fanac's Flame burned 
in his breast, and he earned annual Hugo nominations 
as Best Fan Artist. He solemnly promises to rekindle 
illustrated trip report destine to become a 'classic'. 
The real reason to elect him for TAFF, though, is 
that he's getting Really Old. You may not get another 
chance. (If it worked for Henry Fonda...)

NOMINATED BY: Jim Barker, Harry Bell, Alexis 
Gilliland, Bill Rotsler and Dan Steffan.
LARRY CARMODY A Fanoclast and Lunarian, co-editor of 

Raffles, editor of Eternity Road and a con
tributing editor to Science Fiction Chronicle. He also 
did a weekly sf/fantasy radio programme for a decade. At 
14, he wandered into NYConJ in 1967. Since then he has wor
ked on numerous conventions. He prefers British football 
(and even played soccer in college). LARRY is not ad
verse to hanging out in a pub and has been known to quaff 
a bheer or two or... (and has recently helped form a weekly 
pub gathering in NYC). In real life, he is a mild-mannered 
sportswriter for a great suburban newspaper (plenty of 
stockrooms but, alas, no more enclosed phonebooths).

NOMINATED BY: Bill & Mary Burns, Teresa Minambres, 
Linda Pickersgill, David Stever and James White.
AVEDON CAROL Spurred on by a groundswell of support 

from all my friend, along with the usual 
fannish delusions, I've decided to jump right in and com
mit myself to showupin Britain, attend the appropriate 
convention, dazzle people with my strangely low—rent

second and third place and onwards oh your ballot. It TAFF report and all that sort of thing. My credentials 
for this are that once upon a time I started reading sf, 
eventually discovered fandom, went to (and worked for) 
some conventions, wrote some things and built some

chance to vote for no TAFF trip should the candidates 
not appeal to him/her, or if he/she feels that TAFF 
should slow down its trips. 'Hold Over Funds' may be

TAFF needs continuous donations of money, 

letters, convention booklets,jar 
to increase voter participation.

-in fanzines,

auu wearing cneap snoes.
NOMINATED BY: Malcolm Edwards & Chris Atkinson, Hazel 

& Dave Langford, Terry Carr, Gary Farber and D.Potter.
TARAL WAYNE He isn't sure why he's running for TAFF 

except that he'd like to win something and 
is one of the fans least able to fly to Britain himself. 
He thinks he ought to win because he's been in fandom 
for over 10 years and has done well at almost everythins 
a fan can do-publish 135 issues of zines, including 

his Personalzine Red Shift, and the news/gen- 
zine DNQ. Drawn a couple of hundred illos and written 
idiosyncratically for his and other fanzines. Belonged

which are reproduced over
Send ballots and contributions to:

North American Administrator ”----------European AdministratorStu Shiffman
New York, NY 10040

The Green 
Bromyard 
Hereford, HR7 4RZ

e text is reproduced verbatim. Anyone reproducing it 
juld substitute their own name(s) below...
This version is produced by Roelof Goudriaan.

What else can a fan do, except gafiate or win TAFF?
NOMINATED BY: John Berry, Linda Bushyager, Moshe

Feder, Mare Cchirmeister and Bob Chaw._________T wtt von /1 4 i o t -----1 x—■: ,, _—=---- s-------
) Grant Canfield

( ) Larry Carmody ( ) Hold Over Funds
SIGNATURE: ________ NAME/ADDRESS:___________
Enclosed is ( ) as a contribution to TAFF(cheques etc
payable to Stu Shiffman or Kevin Smith, please, and not 
to TAFF). If you think your name may not be known to 

to whom you are well known:

ROELOF GOUDRIAAN
8200 AN LELYSTAD 

The Netherlands


